ABSTRACT
THE GRAPH MODEL FOR PBS
As there are 2 sets between which the multiplexing and demultiplexing process takes place the ideal representation seems to be a bipartite graph ( , , , ) . Source stations will be assigned to , destination stations to , messages to be transmitted will be the edges connecting nodes of to nodes of . ∶ → ℚ will be a weight function giving each edge = ( , ) a weight equal to the duration of the transmission for to .Given a matching in we will denote by ( ) the maximum weight of any edge ∈ , that is ( ) = { ( ), ∈ }. Following the notation used in previous research on the problem, will denote the degree of , the maximum sum of edge weightsincident to any of the nodes and the setup cost to prepare for the next packet transmission. Thus, a feasible schedule for PBS would cost∑ ( ) + • ", where "
is the number of times the network has to reconfigure so that all data will be transferred. Using these notations, the value # = + • represents a lower bound. # is not always achievable but is easy to calculate and is considered to be a good approximation of the optimal solution when designing near optimal algorithms for PBS.
PAST RESEARCH ON PBS
The NP-Hardness of PBS derives from the fact that it is a bicriteria minimization problem, namely the objective function to be minimized depends on two different criteria each of which affects the other. Regardless the hardness of minimizing both criteria simultaneously, minimization of each criterion separately is relatively easy. Algorithms proposed by the authors of [11] and [9] minimize the number of preemptions while the one in [16] minimizes the transmission time. In general, the problem is 4/3 − (inapproximable for all ( > 0as shown in [7] . The best guaranteed approximation ratioofany algorithmproposed forthe problem is 2 − , . Proof of that can be found in [1] . Many other algorithms have been proposed in order to provide solutions close to the optimal. Experimenting on test cases has yielded good results in [3] , [4] and [8] .
In this manuscript we try to exploit in the best way possible a reduction of PBS to the open shop scheduling problem (-| |/ 012 ), in order to use polynomial time algorithms proposed for some special instances of it, to minimize each criterion separately and combine the results to design an improved hybrid algorithm (I_HSA -Improved Hybridic Scheduling Algorithm),which will tackle the bicriteria problem efficiently.
REDUCING PBS TO OPEN SHOP AND DESIGNING IMPROVED HSA
Theorem 1: Any instance of PBS can be transformed to an instance of Open Shop and vice versa. Proof:Let ( , , , ) be the graph corresponding a PBS instance. We transform this graph to an open shop instance in the following way: = { , 3 , … , 5 } will be the set of processors 6 = {6 , 6 3 , … , 6 5 }, = { , 3 , … , 0 } will be the set of Jobs 7 = {7 , 7 3 , … , 7 0 } and = {( , 8 )| ∈ , 8 ∈ } will be the set of operations -= {-8 | 9 = 1, 2, … , ; ; < = 1, 2, … , }.
-8 is the opearionof 7 8 to be processed on processor 6 . The processing time of each operation will be calculated by the function = ∶ -→ ℚ , where =(-8 ) = > ( , 8 3 ). In order to improve the results of LLA instead of using a random decrementing set to reduce the workload of the stations we use one produced by a maximum weighted perfect matching algorithm.We will call this variation of LLA, POSA (Preemptive Open Shop Algorithm). We will use POSA to minimize I_HSA's makespan.
To complete I_HSA we also need an algorithm which will minimize the number of preemptions. A linear programming algorithm for -G= H = 0,1G/ 012 is described in [9] . Yet, in order to better fit the requirements of network transmission, the authors in [2] used an Open Shop algorithm which they called OS01PT.
OS01PT Algorithm (Open Shop 0, 1 Processing Times)
Step1: Add the minimum number of nodes needed to ( , , ) so that | | = | |.Call the induced graph ΄ Step2: Add edges to ΄ to make it degree-regular. Step3: Assign weights to the edges of ΄in the following way: Edges of the initial graph will weigh 1, while newly added edges in Step2 will weigh 0. Step4: Calculate a perfect matching in ΄.
Step5: Remove all edges of from ΄.
Step6: Repeat Step4 and Step5 until ΄ = ∅.
To make the graph degree regular they used the subroutine described in [11] .
Theorem: OS01PT will produce a schedule for PBS with exactly ∆ transmissions. Proof: By induction on the value of . For = 1: Since ΄is degree regular, all nodes have exactly one adjacent edge. These edges form a perfect matching for ΄ and the transmission will conclude in one step.
Let the theorem stand for any regular graph with = ; − 1.
Suppose that = ;. A perfect matching in ΄will reduce the degree of all nodes by one, thus making ΄'s degree ; − 1. From the inductive hypothesis an; − 1degree graph will need ; − 1 transmissions to schedule its data. Therefore, to transmit all data 1 + (; − 1) = ; transmissions will be needed. Proof that a perfect matching can always be found in a graph with = ; > 1 can also be found in [11] .
In order for OS01PT to better suit the requirements of the problem in [2] , instead of calculating a perfect matching as described in Step4 of the algorithm's description, the authors used a maximum weighted perfect matching algorithm just as in the case of Well, in the same direction we took it one step further and we designed an improvement for this algorithm, which produces much better results.
I_OS01PT Algorithm (Improved
Step1: Add the minimum number of nodes needed to induced graph ΄ Step2: Add edges to ΄ to make it degree Step3: Assign weights to the edges of weigh K = + where edges in Step2 will weigh Step4: Calculate a maximum weighted Step5: Remove all edges of from Step6: Repeat Step4 and Step5 until This heuristic does not always achieve the minimum number of preemptions but it appears to perform much better on average.
The reason that this algorithm gives better results in our problem, as we can see in the graph below, is that as is increasing, th otherwise it will cost more. With this variable in the algorithm, we set a priority for the matching algorithm in Step4 towards the edges which, when removed, will reduce the degree of the grap We now have all the necessary tools to design
I_HSA (Improved Hybridic Scheduling Algorithm)
Step1: Let L be the feasible schedule produced for PBS using In order for OS01PT to better suit the requirements of the problem in [2] , instead of calculating a perfect matching as described in Step4 of the algorithm's description, the authors used a maximum weighted perfect matching algorithm just as in the case of POSA.
Well, in the same direction we took it one step further and we designed an improvement for this h produces much better results.
Improved -Open Shop 0, 1 Processing Times)
Add the minimum number of nodes needed to ( , , ) so that | | = to make it degree-regular. Assign weights to the edges of ΄in the following way: Edges of the initial graph will where is the initial weight and the setup cost, while newly added edges in Step2 will weigh 0.
maximum weightedmatching in ΄. from ΄.
Repeat Step4 and Step5 until ΄ = ∅.
his heuristic does not always achieve the minimum number of preemptions but it appears to perform much better on average.
The reason that this algorithm gives better results in our problem, as we can see in the graph is increasing, the same happens for the need to reduce the degree of . With this variable in the algorithm, we set a priority for the matching algorithm in Step4 towards the edges which, when removed, will reduce the degree of the grap the necessary tools to design Improved HSA:
schedule produced for PBS using POSA. Let / be the cost of In order for OS01PT to better suit the requirements of the problem in [2] , instead of calculating a perfect matching as described in Step4 of the algorithm's description, the authors used a Well, in the same direction we took it one step further and we designed an improvement for this = | |.Call the in the following way: Edges of the initial graph will , while newly added his heuristic does not always achieve the minimum number of preemptions but it appears to
The reason that this algorithm gives better results in our problem, as we can see in the graph he need to reduce the degree of the graph, . With this variable in the algorithm, we set a priority for the matching algorithm in Step4 towards the edges which, when removed, will reduce the degree of the graph.
be the cost of L .
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Step2: Let L 3 be the feasible schedule L 3 .
Step3: If / 3 M / then transmit as in
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
First of all, we suppose for simplicity that Now, it is true that for producing a single schedule for the network, the computational complexity is the same for both of our algorithms (POSA and I_OS01PT). And it is: However, the number of single schedules case of the I_HSA. When using POSA, this number will be maximum possible weight (or message duration), and when using I_OS01PT, it will be Therefore, N_PLQ(;, ) = > -(; -
DECIDING A CRITICAL
Five hundredtest cases have been run for a 30 cost varying from 0 to 100 and message that since PBS is an NP-Hard problem estimate the approximation ratio we have used the lower bound to the optimal solution namely + • . Figure 1 depicts the deviation from the optimal solution when using POSA to calculate a schedule for PBS. Figure 2 depicts the corresponding results when using the results yielded by I_HSA. The test cases in these figures are schedule produced for PBS usingI_OS01PT. Let / 3 be the cost of then transmit as inL 3 , else transmit as in L .
OMPLEXITY OF IMPROVED HSA
First of all, we suppose for simplicity that | | = | | = ;. Now, it is true that for producing a single schedule for the network, the computational complexity is the same for both of our algorithms (POSA and I_OS01PT). And it is: L(;) = -(; However, the number of single schedules, that will comprise a full schedule, differentiate in each When using POSA, this number will be -(; • = 012 ) , where maximum possible weight (or message duration), and when using I_OS01PT, it will be ( • = 012 ) • L(;), 9? M RS T R1U -(;) • L(;), 9? > RS T R1U F
RITICAL VALUE OF D FOR IMPROVED HSA
have been run for a 30 source-30 destination system for values of setup and message durations varying from 0 to 120. We have to point out problem, calculating an optimal schedule is inefficient estimate the approximation ratio we have used the lower bound to the optimal solution Figure 1 depicts the deviation from the optimal solution when using POSA to calculate a schedule for PBS. differentiate in each , where = 012 is the maximum possible weight (or message duration), and when using I_OS01PT, it will be -(;).
destination system for values of setup
We have to point out , calculating an optimal schedule is inefficient therefore to estimate the approximation ratio we have used the lower bound to the optimal solution Moreover, Figure 5 shows the results yielded by running I_HSA on test cases following normal distribution and Figure 6 following exponential distribution. The critical value of d in the caseof normal distribution is at = 8 and Moreover, Figure 5 shows the results yielded by running I_HSA on test cases following normal distribution and Figure 6 following exponential distribution. The critical value of d in the caseof and of exponential distribution is at = 16. Moreover, Figure 5 shows the results yielded by running I_HSA on test cases following normal distribution and Figure 6 following exponential distribution. The critical value of d in the caseof
ILLUSTRATIVE STATISTICS CONCERNING THE OTHER
On the tables below, we can see that the algorithms POSA and suitable for our problem. That is because, even though, they are designed to minimize only the one out of the two criteria, they still manage to tackle the other cr 
TATISTICS ON THE RESULTS OF THE VARIATIONS THER CRITERION
On the tables below, we can see that the algorithms POSA and I_OS01PT are probably the most suitable for our problem. That is because, even though, they are designed to minimize only the one out of the two criteria, they still manage to tackle the other criterion efficiently as well. 
ARIATIONS
OS01PT are probably the most suitable for our problem. That is because, even though, they are designed to minimize only the iterion efficiently as well. 
I_OS01PT -∑ (

COMPARING IMPROVED PBS
One of the most efficient algorithms designed by researchers for PBS in the past is the SGA (Split Graph Algorithm). SGA splits the initial less than d and another one with messages of duration at least d. arescheduled first and then the small ones. It was found to be very efficient when tested in comparison to other efficient algorithms and it appears to be one of the top heuristics for PBS. We ran tests to compare I_HSA with SGA which show that better than SGA. I_HSA's approximation ratio one of SGA. As in paragraph 5, we used distribution for a 30 source-30 destination system for values of setup c and message durations varying from 0 
MPROVED HSA TO ANOTHER EFFICIENT ALGORITHM
One of the most efficient algorithms designed by researchers for PBS in the past is the SGA (Split ). SGA splits the initial graph in two subgraphs, one with messages of duration less than d and another one with messages of duration at least d. The larger messages and then the small ones. It was found to be very efficient when tested in comparison to other efficient algorithms and it appears to be one of the top heuristics for PBS.
HSA with SGA which show that I_HSA always produces a approximation ratio is,for some values of up to 10% better than the one of SGA. As in paragraph 5, we used five hundred test cases following the uniform 30 destination system for values of setup cost varying from 0 to 100 essage durations varying from 0 to 120. 
LGORITHM FOR
One of the most efficient algorithms designed by researchers for PBS in the past is the SGA (Split messages of duration The larger messages and then the small ones. It was found to be very efficient when tested in comparison to other efficient algorithms and it appears to be one of the top heuristics for PBS.
always produces a schedule better than the ive hundred test cases following the uniform ost varying from 0 to 100
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Based on a reduction of a network transmission problem (PBS) to a scheduling problem (Open Shop) done by the authors in [2] , we have designed a hybrid algorithm (I_HSA) using suitable variations of polynomial time algorithms for special instances of Open Shop (POSA and I_OS01PT) designed and critically improved for the purposes of this paper, in order to develop an efficient switch reconfiguration strategy for Multistage Interconnection Network transmissions.
We have run tests to establish the efficiency of our hybrid algorithm and to suggest the appropriate value of network delay to switch from POSA to I_OS01PT. Knowing this value of d improves the computational complexity of I_HSA, which we fully illustrated. In these experiments we used datasets following uniform, normal and exponential distribution. In addition, we provided statistical data which gives additional insight on the performance of the variations.Furthermore, we tested I_HSA against SGA, one of the most efficient algorithms designed for PBS in the past to conclude that I_HSA's results have in most cases an approximation ratio up to 10% better than SGA's.
Future research could focus on further improvement of the time complexity of I_HSA. The fact that I_HSA's approximation ratio even for the worst data tested has always been less than 3/2, suggests that a formal mathematical proof of an approximation ratio lower than 2 might be possible.To further improve performance and complexity a new hybrid algorithm could be designed using different approaches on how to minimize each criterion separately.This algorithm might also be independent of the open shop approach. It would aim in minimizing just one of the criteria under the constraint that the other one is minimum.
